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ART: 
This is your end of year revision list. Your written exam will cover all learning this year. There 
will be some essay style questions that will assess your ability to describe and analyse an 
artwork using correct terminology and contextual knowledge.

Basic Drawing and Formal Elements:

Ability to describe different drawing exercises: Blind, Continuous Line
Ability to describe the formal elements: Line, Tone, Texture, Composition, Colour
Knowledge of the colour wheel: Primary, Secondary, Complimentary and Harmonious colours

Half-term 1: Still Life:

Definition of the term Still Life, and ability to tell a Still Life apart from a Vanitas
Understanding of the artist Wayne Thiebaud, including the context in which he was working
Understanding of the artist Joel Penkman, including the context in which she was working
Martin Parr, including why he decided to take ‘bad’ photographs of ‘bad’ food
Knowledge of the basics and process of poly-printing
Knowledge of how to use watercolours: how to dilute, mix and apply paints to paper

Half-term 2: Modern British Sculpture:

Understanding of the term Modernism & the characteristics of the movement
Ability to describe and differentiate the five methods of sculpture
Knowledge of the artists Henry Moore, Barbara Hepworth and Jacob Epstein including the 
context and processes in which they made their work
Knowledge of the Futurism movement, including visual style, interests of the artists, and 
political views
Knowledge of how artists create abstract artworks
Knowledge of the artist Piet Mondrian, including how he abstracted his paintings, and what he 
was originally painting.

Half-term 3: Henri Matisse

Knowledge of the context and process in which Henri Matisse worked including his fauvist 
painting and cut-outs period.
Knowledge on colour theory: colour mixing, complimentary colours, colour wheel, etc.
What makes a successful composition: Focal point, colour, rotation, crop, overlap, off-centre
Ability to describe and analyse an artwork of Henri Matisse, using knowledge of his inspiration 
and technique.
Fauvism: ability to describe context and characteristics of the Fauvist movement.
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BIOLOGY
For each of the topics you needs to revise the listed topics. Each topic has a list of revision 
questions to help you prepare for the End of year exam.
Useful websites and links:
BBC bitesize/ crash course biology/ centre of the cell   

Cells, organelles  and photosynthesis ( Half-term 2 and Half-term 4)

You need to be able to label and describe the function of the organelles in a plant and an 
animal cell. You will need to know the differences between an animal and a plant cell. You need 
to know the formulae for photosynthesis and respiration and where they take place 

Put the words on the rigHalf-term  in their correct places 
State three organelles that only exist in plant cells
Complete the formula for photosynthesis 
Carbon dioxide +______________   Oxygen + _________________
Where does photosynthesis take place?
What happens in the mitochondria?
Name a cell type that needs to have lots of mitochondria 
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Evolution (Half-term 1)

You need to be able to describe the process of natural selection and give examples. You 
also need to explain what happens when an organism cannot adapt to it environment. You 
also need to revise how animals are classified , and what the differences are between fish, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds and animals 

Revision questions 

Which of the birds A, B, C or D is best adapted for:
Tearing flesh
Finding insects in cracks in the ground 
Crushing fruit
Sieving small animals from the mud
Give a reason for your answers.

What would happen to a bird who is adapted to eat fruit is stranded on an island with no fruit?
Who came up with the idea of Evolution by natural selection?
What is natural selection?
State three differences between a bird and a mammal.
Describe five ways you can tell that a crocodile is living organism.
Birds and crocodiles are both Vertebrates- What do all vertebrates have in common?
Give two more examples of vertebrates.
In what class of the animal kingdom do you find insects?
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Genetics  (Half-term 3)

For this topic you need to define the following terms; homozygote, heterozygote, allele, 
dominant, recessive, gene, chromosome, phenotype, genotype
You need to be able to construct a punnett square and calculate the frequency of phenotypes 
expressed 

Revision questions 

Explain the word dominant 
What is the opposite of dominant ?
The  gene for blue feathers  is R and the gene for green is r. Create a punnett square where you 
cross two heterozygous birds
Calculate the fraction/ percentage of blue birds in this cross

The digestive system (Half-term 4)

You need to know the organs of the digestive system, and their functions; mouth, esophagus, 
stomach, small and large intestines, liver and pancreas. You need to define the word enzyme, 
and compare the forms of digestion- mechanical and chemical 

Revision questions 

What happens in the stomach?
What is an enzyme?
What type of nutrient is starch?
What enzyme breaks down starch?
What does the body use glucose for?
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CHEMISTRY
Your book, glossary, prep booklet and your notes should be the first point of information for 
your revision.  If you missed any lesson, it is your responsibility to copy the notes from this 
lesson.

Section 1: Lab Safety - Particle theory 

Name all the different parts of a Bunsen burner and explain their role. 
Define the terms matter, atom and molecule. 
Describe the relationship between atoms and molecules. 
Describe the arrangement and the movement of particles in a solid, liquid or gas and draw a 
diagram for each one of them.
State the 6 physical changes of state. 
Explain how a substance can change from one state to the other and draw a diagram to show 
this.

Section 2: Atoms, elements and compounds

Explain the 2 ways of writing elements (common name & chemical symbol) and name some 
examples of elements.
Explain what the Periodic Table is. Name the ‘’father’’ of the modern Periodic Table and his two 
important innovations.
Describe how the different elements are arranged on the Periodic Table.
Use coordinates (group, family) to locate a specific element on the Periodic Table.
Define the terms element, compound and mixture and draw diagrams for each one of them.
Recall all the diatomic elements.
Define the term molecular formula and explain the rules of writing molecular formulae.
Use molecular formulae to identify how many atoms of an element are present in a compound.
Define the term chemical reaction and give examples of it.
Describe the 2 ways of writing a chemical reaction (word equation & chemical equation).
State and explain all the different evidence of a chemical reaction.
Give examples of slow, medium and fast chemical reactions.
Explain the difference between a physical and a chemical change and give examples of them.

Section 3: Separating Mixtures

Define the terms solution, solute, solvent, solubility, saturated solution. 
Explain how a solute dissolves in a solvent at a molecular level. Draw a diagram to support 
your explanation. 
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State the factors affecting solubility and explain the effect of each one of them. 
Give an example of a solution, naming the solvent and the solute.  
State the six separation techniques. 
Define the terms soluble and insoluble substance and give examples of mixtures containing 
them
When you are given a specific mixture, what separation technique you will use and why? 
Define purification, filtration and evaporation, boiling point, condensation. 
Describe in detail how we can purify rock salt using filtration and evaporation. 
Describe in detail the process of distillation and explain the changes of state in the process of 
distillation. 
What is the difference between simple and fractional distillation? 
Define the term chromatography and describe the process of chromatography. 
Explain why the different dyes separate by chromatography. 
Give some examples of different uses of chromatography. 

Section 4: Acids, bases and alkalis

Describe the properties of acids and alkalis. (Property = an attribute, quality, or characteristic of 
something, example: weak acids have sour taste)
Identify different household products as acids or alkalis, based on their properties (example: 
bleach is an alkali because it has a soapy feeling)
Explain the difference between bases and alkalis. Draw a diagram to support your answer.
Name some acids and the substances that we find them in (example: citric acid; it is found in 
lemons and oranges)
Define the term indicator.
Explain what litmus paper is and describe how litmus paper can be used as an indicator for 
acids and alkalis. (In case you missed the practical, watch the following video:  https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=mbBoiOBALHY)
What are the limitations (=problems) with using litmus paper? Can you use it to test any 
substance? 
State what the pH scale is.
What is the pH range of an acidic and what of an alkaline solution?
Describe how universal indicator can be used as an indicator for acids and alkalis. (in 
case you missed the practical, watch the following video: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hEnqBPoL_4E)
Which indicator is more accurate, litmus or universal and why?
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Define the term neutralisation and state the pH of a neutral solution.
Write a word equation for a neutralisation reaction.
State some applications of neutralisation in everyday life. (Example: toothpaste is an alkali that 
neutralises the acids created from bacteria in our mouth)

Section 5: Conservation of mass

State the law of conservation of mass. 
Explain how in a chemical reaction the atoms rearrange themselves and form new 
compounds. 
Write the chemical formula of hydrogen peroxide. 
Write the word equation for the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide.
Define the term catalyst. 
Explain what happens when we add a catalyst to hydrogen peroxide. 
Define the terms chemical reaction, reactants and products. 
Explain what the terms subscript and coefficient mean. 
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CLASSICS
Introduction

You should be using your notes in your book to revise all of the Latin language you have learnt 
this year. Your revision should not just be reading your notes but reciting grammar tables, 
writing out vocabulary and testing each other on verbs/nouns whenever you can. Vocabulary 
sheets will be given out in class.

Section 1: Nouns

Nouns in Latin always have a gender (masculine/feminine/neuter). This cannot change. Their 
ending will change depending on their number (singular/plural) and case (see 6 cases below):
Nominative – does the verb
Vocative – someone spoken to
Accusative – verb done to it
Genitive – possession (of)
Dative - to/for
Ablative – by/with/case for prepositions

Nouns follow the pattern of endings their declension (1st/2nd/3rd) has:
1st declension - puella

 Singular Plural

Nominative Puella Puellae

Vocative Puella Puellae

Accusative Puellam Puellae

Genitive Puellae Puellarum

Dative Puellae Puellis

Ablative Puella Puellis
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2nd declension – servus
 Singular Plural

Nominative Servus Servi

Vocative Serve Servi

Accusative Servum Servos

Genitive Servi Servorum

Dative Servo Servis

Ablative Servo Servus

 3rd declension
 Singular Plural
Nominative Rex Reges
Vocative Rex Reges
Accusative Regem Reges
Genitive Regis Regum
Dative Regi Regibus 
Ablative Rege Regibus

Section 2: Verbs

You need to learn the endings for the 3 tenses: present, imperfect, perfect:
Present – e.g. I eat
o- I
s- you
t- he/she/it
mus - we
tis – you (pl)
nt - they

Imperfect – e.g. I was eating
bam – I
bas – you
bat - he/she/it
bamus – we
batis – you (pl)
bant – they
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Perfect – e.g. I ate
i - I
isti - you
it - he/she/it
imus - we
istis – you (pl)
erunt – they

Section 3: Translation

When translating a Latin sentence you approach it in a certain way.  Firstly you should find the 
verb (underline it), use the ending to work out its tense, person and meaning.
e.g. puella puerum gladio pulsabat. (imperfect, he/she, was hitting)
Then you should find the nominative noun, followed by the accusative noun. 
e.g. puella (nom) puerum (acc) gladio pulsabat (was hitting).
You translate it nominative verb accusative, followed by any other cases there might be.
e.g. The girl was hitting the boy with a stick (gladio – ablative)

Section 4: Literature

You should look over your class notes about the Iliad, the Odyssey and the Theogony.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE: DIGITAL IMAGING
How to revise: Read through your class work, prep, worksheets and previous test papers to 
make sure you have a good understanding of each of the areas of knowledge. If you do not, 
then revise that area of knowledge. Firstly, make sure you have completed all previous prep on 
that area of knowledge. Then start doing something active to help yourself remember the key 
facts. For example, change notes from one format into a different format: bullet points into a 
diagram or extended answers into bullet point. 
The End of Year test, is  60% for the written paper and 40% for practical work to assess your 
understanding of the following topics. 

Creating Webpages using HTML

Understand HTML, tags, attributes 
Adding Headings, paragraphs 
Changing the text and background
Adding Images, links, videos 
Adding ordered lists and unordered Lists.
Adding tables 
Adding Forms with input and buttons 
Note : Use Codecademy and W3schools to help you.

Computer Hardware and Microbits

Binary representation, Conversions from Denary to Binary and Binary to Denary
Central Processing Unit and System Performance
Units of Memory bit to Terrabyte, 
Primary Memory- RAM & ROM
Types of Storage Devices
Input  and Output devices
Using the Microbit - display, variables
Repeating the actions using loops
Types of Networking - LAN & WAN

Algorithm concepts and Scratch

Understand Algorithm, argument
Features of Scratch - Motion and Looks Commands
Using repeat statements, Pen commands in Scratch
Creating Variables , understand data types, using ask in Scratch 
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Using arithmetic and Logical operations in Scratch
Using if and if/else statements, Control commands in Scratch
Using events commands  and Sensing commands 

Digital Imaging , Photoshop and Illustrator

Understand Pixels, PPI,  Screen Resolution, copyright
Basic Editing & Merging  using Photoshop -Use of layers, Lasso tool, dodge & Burn , clone 
stamp, Background eraser , spot healing.
Using filters and changing colours of images, painting in Photoshop
Representing images with 1’s and 0’s, understand colour depth, memory space for an image
Understand vector and bitmap images
Merging shapes in Illustrator
Understand Metadata in images

After Effects

Understand the different panels 
Simple Animation using images
Transforming layers using Keyframes
Transform effects- rotation, scale, opacity, position, anchor point
changing colours effects

Animating text 

Assessment for Practical work 
To assess your practical skills in HTML, Microbit, Scratch , Photoshop and Illustrator, there 
should be your best work for each topic, saved in your school laptop.
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ENGLISH
To revise effectively for your exam, go through your classwork, the knowledge grids for each 
unit and essay planning advice.

The exam will be divided as follows – 

Section 1: Beowulf

Plot, Characters, Kennings, Epic Poetry, Anglo-Saxon context 

Section 2: Poetry of Identity and Culture

Chronology of British Poetry, Literary terminology, Unseen analysis

Section 3: Macbeth

Dates, Vocabulary, political context, Shakespearean form and language, symbolism and 
imagery

Section 4: Tragedy and Grammar for Writing

Greek and Shakespearean tragedy, Word classes, Punctuation for effect and sentence types

Section 5: Opinionated Writing

Rhetorical Appeals, Persuasive Techniques, Famous Speeches

Essay Question -  How should we live? 

An essay comparing how two of the texts you’ve studied this year treats this question, 
focussing on both language and context. You will prepare this in class and be able to use a 
quote sheet.
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FRENCH
To succeed in your End of Year French exam you will need to revise the vocabulary of the 
following topics/points (please refer to your French End of Year vocabulary booklet):
Les chiffres/les nombres (numerals/)numbers):
- Un, deux, trois… to soixante (sixty).
- Revise how to use numbers to say an age, to say how many objects you have (j’ai trois 
stylos…).
Les animaux domestiques (house animals/pets): 
- Un chien, un chat, une tortue, une souris, un cheval…
- Revise plurals of animals/pets (ex: un cheval/des chevaux).
- Revise how to say that you have a pet.
Loisirs – sports (free time activities and sports):
- Revise free time activities and sports (lire/jouer au foot…).
- Revise verbs to use with sports and activities (je fais du foot/je joue au foot…).
Vêtement/uniforme – couleurs:
- Revise pieces of your uniform (le pantalon, la cravate…).
- Revise colours to describe a uniform (jaune, bleu, rouge…).
- Revise the verb ‘porter’ to wear in order to understand/write a sentence saying what you/
someone are/is wearing.
Repas – nourriture (meals – food):
- Revise different meals of the day (le petit-déjeuner).
- Revise foods.
- Revise the verbs that go with meals and foods (manger/boire/prendre – to eat/to drink/to 
take/have).
Ma routine:
- Revise how to describe actions you routinely do (je me réveille/je me douche… I wake up/I 
take a shower).
Dans ma trousse/dans mon sac/dans ma classe (in my pencil case/in my bag/in my 
classroom):
- Revise how to say what is in your pencil/bag/classroom using ‘il y a/j’ai’ plus object (dans 
mon sac, il y a une trousse…).
Places in town:
- Revise places in town (le bowling, le cinéma…).
- Revise the verb ‘aller’.
Verbes d’opinion (opinion verbs):
- Revise opinion verbs (j’aime, j’adore, je n’aime pas, je préfère, je déteste).
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GEOGRAPHY
Section 1: Place

The History of Geography
World Geography 
Geography of Europe
Geography of the UK
Geography of London

Section 2: OS Mapping

Four and Six grid references
Map Symbols
Distance and Direction
Contour Lines

Section 3: Geology 

Structure of the earth and continental drift
Geological Timescale
Rock Classification
The Rock Cycle and Weathering
Limestone Landscapes   

Section 4: Population

The History of the World’s Population and Population Dynamics
Population Distribution and Density 
The Demographic Transition Model
Population Pyramids
Population Control Policies 
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GERMAN
Adjectives to describe personality

berühmt – famous
egoistisch – selfish
ehrlich –honest 
ernst – serious
frech – cheeky
geduldig – patient
gemein – mean
höflich – polite
hilfsbereit – helpful
humorlos – humourless
humorvoll – humorous, witty
lebhaft – lively
ruhig – calm
schüchtern – shy 
witzig – funny
groβzügig – generous
zuverlässig – reliable

Family members

das Einzelkind – the only child
das Enkelkind – the grandchild
das Familienmitglied – the family member
die Mutter – the mother
der Vater – the father
der Bruder – the brother
die Schwester – the sister
die Zwillinge – the twins
der Groβvater – the grandfather
die Groβmutter – the grandmother
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HISTORY
Read Before Revising:

The end of year test will cover areas of knowledge from our very first teaching week until our 
most recent. It will be formatted as such:
Section 1
One 5 mark chronology question in which you will be asked to order historical time periods.  
(5 marks total)
Two short answer questions totalling 5 marks, per half term. (25 Marks Total)
Section 2
Two essay answer questions, each 10 marks, you may choose your essay questions from 
whichever half term you prefer. (20 Marks Total)
For Section 1 you should revise by reading through all of the content and answering the 
focussed practice questions, two for each half term:

Focus Questions:

Half Term 1, Page 2
1. What was the outcome of the Battle of Marathon? 
2. Assess the impact of the Roman Emperor Constantine on Europe. 
Half Term 2, Page 3
1. Explain how the Feudal system worked. 
2. What motivated Christians to go on Crusade? 
Half Term 3, Page 4
1. What protections did the Magna Carta offer the Barons? 
2. Why did Richard II become an unpopular king?
Half Term 4, Page 5
1. How did Richard III come to the throne? 
2. Why did Henry VIII pass The Act of Succession in 1534? 
Half Term 5, Page 6
1. How did life for English people change under Cromwell? 
2. Why was Charles I executed in 1649? 
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For Section 2 you should examine the list of essay topics and plan an essay on the two of 
these which most interest you:

Essay Topics

1. The causes of the collapse of the Roman Empire. 
2. How William I controlled England 1066-1087. 
3. The Causes of the Peasants Revolt, 1381. 
4. The Causes of English defeat in The Hundred Years War 1337-1453. 
5. The Causes of the English Civil War, 1642. 

Ancient Greece

Athens and Sparta were the largest and most powerful of the Greek city states. The Athenians 
experimented with democracy, allowing foreign trade and travel and lived relatively luxurious 
lifestyles. They relied on a coastal empire around the Aegean, which bordered the Persian 
Empire. The Spartans lived militaristic lifestyles, dedicated to obedience, glory in combat and 
hardship. They relied on Helot’s for labour and fellow Greek states, through the Peloponnesian 
league, for military support. 
Following Athenian support for rebellion in Ionia, a province of the Persian Empire, Persian King 
Darius attempted to wipe out Greece. The Greeks defeated the Persians, in a series of crucial 
battles; Marathon 490 BC, Thermopylae and Salamis 480 BC and Plateau 479 BC. Athenian 
prestige and wealth, increased by the victory, led the Spartans to fear and envy the Athenians. 
Eventually the two powers would face each other in the Peloponnesian wars, in which the 
Spartans would find themselves victorious, ending the era of Athenian supremacy in Ancient 
Greece.

Alexander the Great 

Alexander (b.356 BC) was king of Macedon at 16, ambitious and a skilled military leader, 
he set about uniting the Greek sates by force. Successful in this, Alexander looked for war 
with Persia, long-time enemies of the Greeks. His incredible victories at Issus (333BC), and 
Gaugamela (331 BC), saw Alexander add Persia to his dominion by age 25. Alexander’s army 
continued, reaching India, he founded over 70 cities, spreading Hellenic language and culture 
throughout Asia Minor. At its height, his empire comprised of 2 million square miles. However, 
his early death in 323 BC, aged only 32, saw the rapid deterioration of his empire. To question 
the authenticity of the many myths surrounding Alexander, is to misunderstand the purpose 
of such anecdotes. Historical knowledge in the classical period, was conveyed in stories, 
deliberately embellished to easier allow the inference of deeper truths. We will never know, for 
example, whether the Gordian Knot existed, but we can be sure that Alexander would have cut 
through it, had it; these stories then, allow us to interpret the essence of his character.
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The Roman Republic

Little is known of the early Roman Republic. The myths of the Aneaiad and Romulus and 
Remus, merge slowly into recorded history which appears to document and initial period of 
monarchy, involving seven kings, the last of which was replaced by a senate. Rome expanded 
across Italy and the Mediterranean throughout the 4th, 3rd and 2nd centuries BC. Julius Caesar 
the popular and ambitious Roman general responsible for the conquest of Gaul, eventually 
challenged the corrupt senate, crossing the Rubicon from Gaul in 49 BC and beginning a civil 
war which would see the Republic destroyed and replaced by a series of Emperors, Octavian in 
27 BC, being the first.

The Roman Empire

The Roman Empire lasted into the 5th century AD and saw Rome become the cultural, 
economic and military masters of the known world. However, the empire was perpetually 
beset with existential challenges. Specific emperors were particularly influential in both 
advancing and destabilising the empire. The emperor Constantine I ruled 307-337 AD. 
Constantine attributed to the Christian god, his early, crucial victory at the battle of Milvian 
Bridge 312 AD. He ended the persecution of Christians throughout the empire, converted the 
empire to Christianity and encouraged the growth of the Papacy and Catholic Church within 
Rome. 

The Fall of the Roman Empire

The growth of Christianity had begun to undermine the authority of the empire by usurping 
its cultural capital and replacing worship of Caesar with worship of monotheistic, all powerful 
gods capable of providing an afterlife worth dying for. Extreme economic inequality and the 
sheer size and diversity of the empire meant perpetual tension, manifested in slave revolts 
and civil war. Within Roman government, corruption, nepotism and hubris further exposed the 
empire to revolt or assault from Europe’s barbarian hordes. The role of the Praetorian Guard, 
the emperor’s bodyguard, who frequently manipulated roman politics assassinating and 
appointing emperors, further weakened Roman government. Symbolic in Rome’s decline was 
the sack of Rome in 410 AD and by 476 AD the western part of the empire had fallen. What 
remained in the east would continue as the Byzantine Empire until the 15th century AD.  

The Norman Conquest

Edward the Confessor was crowned king in 1042, dominated by the English Godwin family, 
into which he was married and related also to William of Normandy who had sheltered 
him during the period of Canute’s Danish rule, Edward was caught in the centre of a power 
struggle. His failure to produce any heir, perhaps a result of celibacy and his promising of the 
throne to Harold Godwinson and William of Normandy both on at least one occasion, made 
armed conflict between various claimants an inevitability, on Edward’s death in 1066. Based in 
England, Godwinson claimed the crown immediately on Edward’s passing. In September 1066, 
claimant to the throne Harold Hadrada, a decedent of Canute, invaded to the north at Stamford 
Bridge where Godwinson defeated his army and killed him. Godwinson then marched 200 
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miles south to meet the Norman invaders and William at Hastings. William’s tactic of feigning 
retreat to draw Harold from the high ground, ensured the Norman cavalry’s triumph and 
William was crowned king of England on Christmas day 1066. 

Norman Rule, Feudalism and Domesday

Norman rule began with a period of violent consolidation. Across the country castles were 
built to allow the dominance of areas by local barons and knights. Between 1069 and 70 
William crushed the remains of English resistance and would be Danish invaders, brutalising 
rebels at York and using a scorched earth policy to bring famine upon the English, these events 
were known as the ‘harrying of the north’. Following this, William set about reforming English 
society; bureaucracy and the power of the state were greatly enhanced through the production 
of the Domesday book, designed to record for taxation and governance purposes, everything 
owned within William’s new kingdom. The Normans also introduced feudalism, a system of 
governance which perpetuated itself through the lending of land down the social classes in 
exchange for money and protection.

Crown Vs Church

The Catholic Church being an extension of the Vatican and Pope, yet omnipresent, 
entrenched within English politics and society and immensely powerful and wealthy, meant 
conflict between the English crown and representatives of the church in England would be 
unavoidable. In an attempt to unite church and crown and gain a handle on the former, Henry 
II appointed his close friend Thomas Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury in 1161. Becket grew 
apart from Henry and toward the church, the two frequently quarrelling. Henry’s famous 
rhetorical outburst; ‘who will rid me of this turbulent priest’, misunderstood by a group of 
knights in ear shot of the raging king, led to Becket’s murder, at the altar of the Cathedral itself, 
in 1170. Becket was canonised and Henry, racked with guilt, paraded himself naked through 
the street, to be flogged beside Becket’s tomb.  

The Golden Age of Islamic Civilisation and Ideas

At its height the Abbasid Caliphate covered the middle east and north Africa. Its wealth owed 
to control of the much travelled and prosperous trade routes which linked Europe to central 
Asia and the far east. At its centre was medieval Baghdad, a hub of education and innovation. 
The foundation of the ‘House of Wisdom’ 786, marked the beginning of a concerted effort to 
spread scholarship, preserve classical texts and develop knowledge throughout the caliphate. 
Scholars such as Alhazen, Rhazes and Avicenna developed contemporary approaches to 
scientific experimentation, evidence based medical treatment and philosophical arguments 
which formed the basis of Cartesian dualism, respectively. Algebra and trigonometry are also 
attributable to the period. The Mongol sack of Baghdad in 1258 saw the destruction of the 
‘House of Wisdom’ and the end of the Islamic golden age. However, the legacies of medieval 
Baghdad remain significant. 
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The Crusades

The capture of Jerusalem by the Abbasid Caliphate in 1077 saw increasing hostility toward 
Christians and pilgrims in the holy land with expulsions beginning in 1079. Pope Urban II 
called upon European Christians to join Crusade, a holy war designed to restore Jerusalem to 
Christendom. Crusade offered redemption for the sinners and outcasts of Europe and a religious 
cause for its Christian knights and kings. The city being of ultimate religious importance to Jews, 
Muslims and Christians alike, intense conflict followed. Initial crusades were a success for the 
Europeans but the leadership of Saladin and the collapse of crusader kingdoms into murky and 
secretive private enterprises such as the Knights Templar, saw the programme of Crusades 
wither to an ultimately unsuccessful end having lasted from 1096-1250.

Religion and Medieval Society

In many senses religion was medieval society. Politically, the Catholic Church held enormous 
power over the monarchs of Europe, excommunication or a ban on services, could turn 
subjects against the crown, whilst military action sanctioned by the Pope, carried immense 
moral authority and put, quite literally, the fear of God, into opponents. Church attendance 
was regular and universal, a birth necessitated christening, a marriage illegitimate outside of 
church and a soul in danger of hell, if not committed correctly after death. The instruction of 
priests was sought on every issue and worship was crucial to the lives of medieval people, 
forming the basis of their communities, holidays and sense of purpose within life; essentially 
to reach heaven through the worship of God. The genuine terror of eternal torture within hell, 
compelled medieval society to accept and follow moral codes. 

Magna Carta 

John inherited, in 1199, a kingdom immensely disorganised and impoverished, due largely 
to the cost of crusades and the absence of its crusader king; Richard I ‘Lionheart’, for almost 
his entire 11 year reign. Although unlikely to have filled his elder brother’s boots, John proved 
himself particularly inept. His marriage to Isabella of Angouleme sparked a territorial dispute 
with the French, in which his failure to retain any English possessions won him the nickname 
‘softsword’. To compound this, John’s quarrel over the Pope’s choice of archbishop, led to ban 
on all church services within England, making him deeply unpopular among his subjects. The 
hated ‘Scutage’, a tax in lieu of military service, further infuriated John’s barons, who already 
resented the loss of their lands in Normandy and were unwilling to serve under such a weak 
military leader. In 1215 the barons forced John to sign the Magna Carta, guaranteeing rights 
such as; free trial, no Scutage without agreement and free appointments within the church.

Wales and Scotland Under English Rule

Under Llywelyn ap Gruffudd (c. 1223 –1282), Wales had remained independent, Henry III had 
even granted the title Prince of Wales to Llywelyn. However, war in England which resulted 
in the imprisonment of Llewelyn’ wife Eleanor, daughter of de Montfort, led to conflict with 
Wales, first in 1277 and again in 1282, when Edward I’s invasion saw the death of Llwelyn and 
conquest of the country, Edward named his heir ‘Prince of Wales’, a tradition which continues 
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to this day.  In 1292, Edward was asked to arbitrate in a succession dispute in Scotland and 
nominated John Balliol as king. Balliol duly swore allegiance to Edward, but Edward’s demands 
pushed the Scots into an alliance with France. Edward invaded and conquered Scotland. 
Opposition gathered around William Wallace, but he was captured by the English and executed 
in 1305. In 1306, the Scottish nobleman Robert the Bruce rebelled. Edward was on his way to 
fight Bruce when he died, on 7 July 1307. 

The Black Death and its Impacts

Arriving with merchant sailors in 1348 in England, the black death ravaged both the country 
and Europe. Characterised by dark, pustular boils and spread through flea bites and contact 
infections, the plague was as terrifying to the Christian English as it was fatal, killing millions 
and reducing the population by at least a third. Medieval assumptions about the causes of the 
plague ranged from Jew’s poisoning water supplies, to direct punishments from God. Some 
recognised contagion as a factor but largely misunderstood the processes involved, attempting 
to avoid plague through the use of fine fragrances to ward off the ‘smell of death’ and the 
avoidance of hot water, which had the potential to open porous skin up to infection. The 
primary impact of the plague was on England’s social structure, with the population greatly 
reduced, peasants now had immense bargaining power, relative to their previous status. 
They could demand higher wages and vote with their feet, as lords were in desperate need 
of acquiring new labour, tensions surrounding this and the growing sense of empowerment 
among the peasantry, led to the Peasants Revolt of 1381.

The Peasants Revolt

Legislation preventing peasants from earning more than they had done prior to the plague, 
as well as ‘work service’ and increasing poll tax to fund war with France, drove the peasantry 
into open revolt against Richard II in 1381. Tax collectors in provincial England were murdered 
and Wat Tyler, de facto leader of the peasants, led an army of 60,000 looting across London, 
culminating in their capture of the Tower of London and execution of the archbishop. The king 
agreed to demands in order to disperse the mob but soon reneged, Tyler was killed by the 
mayor of London as the two forces met at Smithfield, and the other leaders hunted down and 
murdered. However, over the next 50 years, the peasants’ demands were met, poll tax and 
work service were no more, whilst wage limiting legislation faded into obscurity.

The Renaissance

Beginning in the early 15th century, within northern Italian city states, such as Florence. 
The Renaissance (literally meaning re-birth) can be characterised as a sudden resurgence 
in interest in the classical period. During the renaissance, wealthy Italian business men paid 
polymaths, such as Da Vinci, to research classical art, literature, philosophy and science for 
them. These polymaths also added to the knowledge of the classical thinkers with their 
own great works of art (The Mona Lisa) and scientific discoveries. The discovery of the New 
World in 1492 has also been linked to the renaissance, which encouraged exploration and 
accuracy in cartography. The renaissance turned European thinking towards an emphasis on 
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knowledge, discovery, truth and the use of evidence within science; challenging the church and 
establishment.  

The Hundred Years War

Edward III began the war by claiming the French throne on his coronation in 1337. Edward was 
motivated by several factors; firstly, his grandfather Edward I had been King of France and 
he felt he should inherit this position. Secondly the regions of Flanders and Gascony, both in 
France, were crucial to the English economy for their wool and wine trades respectively. Finally, 
the French had allied themselves with the Scottish, long-time enemies of the English. The 
English won several major battles at Crecy (1346), Poitiers (1356) and Agincourt (1415) owing 
to strong leadership from Edward III, The Black Prince and Henry V, and the use of longbows. 
However, by 1453 the French had driven the English out of France for good. There were several 
causes of English defeat in the war, including imperial overstretch, the home advantage of the 
French, the death of England’s great military leader Henry V in 1422 and the death of France’s 
mentally ill Charles VI in the same year, and the religious inspiration provided to the French by 
the leadership of Joan of Arc.

The Wars of the Roses & Henry VII

Following The Hundred Years War, England was left bankrupt and ruled by the mentally ill 
Henry VI (House of Lancaster). Richard, Duke of York (House of York), son of Edward III’s fourth 
son, prevailed on the king’s council to make him ‘Lord Protector’, in light of the king’s insanity. 
Lancastrians led by Henry VI’s wife Margaret, pushed Henry VI to dismiss Richard, leading 
to civil war. Initial Yorkist victorious were reversed with the death of Richard Duke of York at 
Wakefield (1460). However, his son Edward devastated the Lancastrians at Towton (1461) 
and became king. Edward IV’s two sons Edward and Richard were 12 and 9 respectively, 
too young to rule alone on the king’s death in 1483. Richard Duke of Gloucester, brother of 
Edward IV, imprisoned the boys in the Tower of London. They were never seen again and 
Richard of Gloucester became Richard III. The last Lancastrian hope, Henry Tudor, brought up 
in Brittany, invaded England, crushing the Yorkists at Bosworth (1485) where Richard III was 
killed. Henry Tudor became Henry VII, and married Elizabeth of York, ending the feud between 
the two houses and becoming the first Tudor Monarch. Henry VII set about reforming the 
nation; appointing sound financial managers to improve tax collection and rebuild the nation’s 
finances, and ensuring the return of law and order across society, with the introduction of the 
Star Chamber; a court designed to try the English nobility. 

The Reformation

Corruption within the church, coupled with Renaissance thinking, had begun to undermine the 
Pope’s authority. In 1517 a German Monk, Martin Luther, nailed 95 theses (challenges to the 
church) to the door of his local church in Wittenberg. Critics of the church began to organise 
around Luther and Pope Leo X, compelled Charles V, German King, to bring Luther to trial at 
the Diet of Worms (1521). Here, Luther defended his claims simply; demanding to be shown 
any proof that the bible sanctioned the practices he had criticised. Following a year in hiding 
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he returned to Wittenberg a hero, having catalysed a split within Christianity. His followers; 
‘Protestants’, dismissed relics, pilgrimages and statues, ignored the authority of the Pope, 
listened to services and read the bible in their native languages, and refused to pay not only for 
indulgences but also to support the Vatican at all. 

The English Reformation
Henry VIII had won the title ‘Defender of the Faith’ from the Pope for his disavowal of Martin 
Luther. However, relations soured with the Pope’s refusal to grant Henry a divorce from 
Catherine of Aragon, who failed to bear him a son and whose attendant, Anne Boleyn, Henry 
had fallen for. Meanwhile, Henry’s chief minister Thomas Cromwell had promised Henry he 
could become the richest prince in Christendom, if he confiscated the wealth of the Catholic 
Church in England. By 1533 Henry was desperate; Anne was pregnant and the child would 
not be allowed to inherit if born out of wedlock. Cromwell convinced Parliament to pass the 
Act of Succession (1534) effectively ending the Pope’s authority in England and Henry set 
about dissolving the monasteries, eager to confiscate their fantastic wealth and remove these 
political bastions of the Catholic Church from England.

The Elizabethan Religious Settlement
Elizabeth, daughter of Henry VIII’s beheaded second wife Anne Boleyn, had ever expected to 
come to the throne. Even Henry’s decision to re-inherit his children of earlier, failed, marriages, 
still placed her third in line. However, the death of her half-brother Edward VI in 1553 and 
the failure of her elder half sister Mary I to produce an heir, saw Elizabeth I take the throne 
in 1558. She faced innumerate problems on her coronation; poor harvests had impoverished 
the country, conflict between Catholics and Protestants threatened civil stability and Ireland 
was in rebellion. Furthermore, Elizabeth refused to marry fearing the inevitable dilution of her 
powers by a male counterpart. Elizabeth astutely steered England through these dangerous 
straights, particularly on the matter of religious dispute. She held firm on the English state 
remaining protestant and her, the head of the Church in England, however, she permitted 
Catholic worship within England, so long as it remained largely private and did not challenge 
the authority of the established Anglican Church.

The English Civil War
Eliazabeth I’s death in 1603 saw James I, ally of the queen and King of Scotland, take the 
English throne. His son Charles I became king in 1625. A firm believer in the ‘divine right of 
kings’, Charles refused to compromise with Parliament. His marriage to a Catholic, coupled with 
his misuse of the Star Chamber, led to a dispute with Parliament which saw them dismissed 
for 11 years. In this time, Charles turned to exploiting archaic legislation to unfairly tax his 
subjects. At the recall of Parliament in 1640, MPs presented Charles with the ’19 propositions’; 
proposals for extreme limitations on his power. Charles refused to accept and tensions 
grew into outright war by 1642. Initial stalemates and Royalist successes, were reversed by 
Cromwell’s ‘New Model Army’, who operated on disciplined, professional and meritocratic 
principles, and in any case held the tactical advantage and the navy, Charles foolishly having 
abandoned London early on. Charles I’s execution in 1649, divided public opinion, though 
following Charles II’s flight from England, the nation was governed, without a king, until 1660.
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Cromwell and the Interregnum
Following Charles I’s execution in 1649, England became a ‘Commonwealth’ governed by the 
‘rump parliament’, those MP’s who survived Cromwell’s purges. In 1653 Cromwell disbanded 
Parliament and took the title of Lord Protector. Cromwell ruthlessly persecuted Catholics and 
imposed a strict puritanical lifestyle on the English. Regular church attendance, plain clothing 
and hairstyles, a prohibition on alcohol consumption and famously, restrictions on Christmas 
celebrations (perceived as frivolous) were but some of Cromwell’s impositions. On Cromwell’s 
death in 1658 his son Richard attempted to continue as lord protector, however, the English 
had tired of ‘protectorates’ tyrannical and extremist rule, even more aggressive than that of 
Charles I, and Charles II, returned in 1660, to take the throne. The nature of relations between 
Parliament and the king had changed forever, however, England was to remain a monarchy. 

The Restoration and the ‘Glorious Revolution’
The restoration period, that under Charles II, saw a backlash against the puritanical lifestyle 
imposed by Cromwell. Music, drama, dancing and the arts became popular pass times and 
theatre which openly mocked nobles and royals was accepted. Charles II himself became 
known as the ‘Merry Monarch’, personifying the relative hedonism of the restoration with his 
passion for gambling and his many mistresses. The last wave of plague struck London in 1665 
as did the Great Fire of London the following year. Charles II weathered both these storms, and 
presided over the reconstruction of central London, including grand churches, such as St Paul’s. 
Despite his fathering fourteen illegitimate children, Charles’ could not produce an heir. His 
brother, the Catholic James II, took the throne in 1685 and immediately imposed Catholicism 
on the country and dissolved Parliament in 1687. In response, Parliament secretly contacted 
James II’s sister, married to the Protestant Dutch king, William, inviting him to invade England 
and take the throne. William marched on London in 1688 and James fled to France, this 
became known as ‘The Glorious Revolution’, for no blood was spilt, yet what followed was 
the creation of a constitutional monarchy in which the king’s powers were limited by law. The 
1689 Bill of Rights, established not only that the crown must be held by a protestant, though 
people could worship freely, but also that MPs were to make all laws, collect tax and enjoy the 
freedom of speech, as would other citizens. The king was prohibited from intervening in trials 
or holding an army during peacetime. 

The Act of Union 1707 and Hanoverian Succession
William III died with no heir in 1702. Anne, sister of the king’s late wife Mary, assumed the 
throne, though frequent miscarriages had left her heirless too. Parliament looked to the German 
royal house of Hanover, decedents of James I for a successor. Meanwhile, following the Darien 
disaster 1698-1700, the Scottish found themselves effectively bankrupt. Already sharing the 
same monarch, the case grew for closer union with England, which would secure global trade. 
For the English, union meant total control of the British Isles and the absolute impossibility of 
further alliances between Scotland and France, England’s main imperial rival. The Act of Union 
passed in 1707, though with bitter opposition from the Scottish, incorporating Scotland into the 
United Kingdom. In 1714, George I became the first Hanoverian monarch.
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MATHS
Instructions: Use the Mathswatch clips to help you revise for the End of Year Examinations

Section 1: Number

1. BIDMAS (Clip 75)
2. Calculations: Long Division and Multiplication (Clips19,20)
3. Prime Factors (Clips 28,78,79,80): write down numbers as a product of prime factors
calculating the HCF and LCM 
4. Sequences (Clip 37): find the missing terms
5. Fractions: calculation involving addition, subtraction, division and multiplication including 
mixed numbers (Clips 71, 73, 74)
fractions of amounts (Clip 72)
6. Percentage: increase and decrease (Clip 108)
simple interest (Clip 111)

Section 2: Algebra

1. Sequences (Clip 103): find the nth term formula,  find given term
2. Expressions: simplify (Clip 33, 34), multiply out single brackets and simplify (Clip 93)
3. Equations (Clip 135): solve equations, worded problems

Section 3: Graphs

find gradient and y-intercept from an equation (Clip 97)
complete a table of values for a straight line graph (Clip 96)
plot the points from the table of values (Clip 96)

Section 4: Statistics (Clip 129)

plot scatter graphs and use the graph to answer questions (Clip 129)
find the angles to construct a pie chart (Clip 128a)
draw pie charts from the information (Clip 128a)

Section 5: Angles, Area, Perimeter and Volume

calculate angles (Clips 120, 121)
find the perimeter of shapes (triangle, rectangle, compound shapes) (Clip 52)
find the area of shapes (rectangle, triangle, parallelogram, trapezium) (Clips 53, 54, 55, 56)
find the area and circumference of circles (Clips 117, 118)
find the volume of prisms (triangular, cylindrical and cuboid) (Clips 115, 119)
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MUSIC
The areas of knowledge for this half term have been broken down into sub-sections based on 
what you are required to do with this knowledge.

Section 1: Notation
You will need to recall:
How you can accurately draw both the treble and bass clef signs on the stave
The notes of the treble and bass clefs, along with the rhymes taught to help you remember
The first leger-lined notes above and below the stave for both clefs

Section 2: Duration
You will need to recall:
The names of the basic rhythmic notes taught
The note values (i.e. number of beats) of the basic rhythmic notes taught
Exactly how the lengths of notes are affected when dots are placed after those notes
The ability to calculate the answers to simple musical rhythmic sums (using both dotted and 
undotted notes)

Section 3: Intervals
You will need to recall:
The differences between semitones, tones and a tone-and-a-half
The ability to write missing notes on the stave (remember what clef is being used!) based on 
the specified interval

Section 4: Piano notes
You will need to recall:
The best method for you to identify a starting point when working out the layout of the piano notes
The correct direction you work through the alphabet when ascending or descending the piano
The two different names for each black note of the piano

Section 5: Orchestral musical instruments
You will need to recall:
The names of the different orchestral musical instruments belonging to each orchestral family
The names of the different orchestral musical instruments from looking at their pictures
The names of the different orchestral musical instruments from reading their descriptions
The ability to write your own articulate description of a given selection of these musical 
instruments
The correct spellings of all these orchestral musical instruments
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PHYSICS
How to revise: 

1. Go through your old revision guides from half-term 1-5. Make notes/flash cards on anything 
you are not sure about. 
2. Memorise all equations by making flash cards. 
3. Use BBC Bitesize to recap anything you are unsure on.

Section 1: The Universe

1. Name objects in our universe
2. Define astronomical unit (AU) and light year
3. Define star, galaxy and solar system.
4. Know what effect the Earth’s rotation and revolution has on night/day and seasons. 
5. Know what kind of satellite the moon is and why it appears to change in the sky. 
6. Know different kinds of telescopes and what they are used for. 

Section 2: Motion 

1. Define vector and scalar
2. Define displacement and calculate it using Pythagoras’ theorem.
3. Memorise and use the equation speed = distance ÷ time.

4. Know how to read a distance-time graph

5. Define acceleration

6. Memorise and use the equation acceleration = change in velocity ÷ time.

Section 3: Forces

1. Draw vector diagrams.
2. Calculate resultant forces 
3. State and apply Newton’s three laws.
4. Explain the difference between mass and weight. 
5. Memorise and use the equations F=ma and W=mg.
6. Know the value of g = 9.8 N/kg
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Section 4: Electricity 

1. Know what the atom is and its different parts
2. Know how static electricity occurs. 
3. Define current and potential difference and explain how to measure it. 
4. Define resistance.
5. Memorise and use the equation V=IR

Section 5: Waves 

1. Know the different parts of a wave. 
2. Define transverse and longitudinal wave. 
3. Describe the properties of light waves and sound waves. 
4. Explain what reflection is and sketch diagrams with a “normal” line. 
5. Explain what “colour” is and why we see different colours. 
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RELIGION
How to revise

To revise for religion the best resources are your classwork, exams, essays and knowledge 
organisers from throughout the year. To properly revise you need to do something active like 
converting notes from one format into another such as bullet points into diagrams or tables 
into paragraphs. Then you need to test yourself regularly. Create questions for yourself or 
write out the questions from previous exams and then regularly test yourself to see if you can 
give the correct answer. Below is a summary of the topics that could come up and a glossary of 
key words. You need to be familiar with each key word and each topic if you want to do well in 
the exam.

Section 1: Islam

The five pillars of Islam: Meaning and significance of Shahadah, Salat, Sawm, Zakat and Hajj; 
how the five pillars affect a Muslim’s life; which of the five pillars are rules and which are ritual
The life of Muhammad (pbuh): early life and marriage to Khadija; what was Mecca like in the 
seventh century AD; first revelation; the Hijrah; formation of the ummah; wars with Meccans; 
return to Mecca
The Qur’an: structures of the Qur’an; difference between suras and ayas; history of the 
Quar’an; interpreting passages from the Qur’an.

Section 2: Assessing Islam

The Sunni-Shia split: the history of the split; the Caliphate; geography of the split; differing 
beliefs and practices between Sunni and Shia Muslims
Islamic attitudes to women: the different Islamic veils (Hijab, Niqab, Burka); whether the veil 
undermines or strengthens women’s rights; whether the Qur’an contains sexist suras
Sharia Law: methods of working out Sharia laws; the nature of Sharia laws; the relationship 
between Sharia laws and Allah; the media representation of sharia law.
Jihad: original meaning of Jihad; difference between greater and lesser jihad; the media 
representation of Jihad

Section 3: Judaism

Jewish beliefs: Ramban’s 13 Principles of Faith; meaning of covenant; stories behind the first 
and second covenants; the significance of the first and second covenants for Jews today.
Jewish places of worship: the history of different Jewish places of worship; why different 
places of worship were used at different points; Jewish beliefs about the presence and location 
of God; the role of sacrifice
Jewish sacred texts: The relationship between the Torah, Tanakh and Talmud; different 
contents of the Torah and Tanakh; connections between these books and the Christian Bible; 
stories about where the books came from. 
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Section 4: Christianity

Christian ideas about God: monotheism and the Doctrine of the Trinity; the status of Jesus as 
all God and all human; connections between the Christian and Jewish ideas of God.
The Bible and the Gospels: meaning of ‘gospel’; contents of the Gospels; authors of the 
Gospels; disagreements between the four Gospels; issues with translating the Bible from 
original languages
Christian sects: differences between Orthodox Christians, Catholics and Protestants beliefs 
and practices; history of the split in the Church
Christian ethics: parables; the Golden Rule; the 10 Commandments; whether Jesus changed 
ethics

Section 5: Assessing Christianity and Judaism

The history of anti-Semitism: Jewish persecution recorded in the Bible (slavery in Egypt, 
search for a homeland); expulsion from Judea by Romans; persecution in the Middle Ages; the 
holocaust
Messages from the early Church about Judaism: Matthew’s Gospel on Jesus’ trial; John 
Chrysostom; Hugh of Lincoln; Martin Luther
The formation of Israel: reasons to create Israel; history of Israel’s relationship with its Arab 
neighbours; discrimination faced by Palestinians

Glossary

Theism: Beliefs in God or Gods
The divine: relating to or connected to God/Gods
Polytheism: the belief in the existence of multiple Gods.
Monotheism: the belief in the existence of just one God.
Atheism: Belief that no god exists.
Agnosticism: Not being certain if gods exist
Omnipotence: being all-powerful
Omniscience: being all-knowing
Benevolent: being all-loving
Rituals: actions religious believers carry out to show their faith
Shahadah: The Islamic declaration of faith
Salat: Islamic ritual prayer
Zakat: charitable giving within Islam where 2.5% of one’s wealth should be given.
Sawm: fasting during the Islamic month of ramdam.
Hajj: Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca
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Mosque: an Islamic place of worship
Revelation: message from God
Sura: chapter from the Qu’ran
Aya: verse from a Sura.
Hijra: migration that refers to either 1) the journey of the early Muslims in 622 AD from Mecca 
to Medina or 2) a journey a Muslim takes to a supportive community.
Ummah: the global community of Muslims
Wudu: spiritual cleaning Muslims perform before prayer
Idols: Objects that are worshipped for themselves or their representative significance
Imam: Someone in a leadership position within Islamic worship
Media representation: the way something is shown in newspaper, TV, radio or the internet
Sharia: system of Islamic laws which guide Muslims in how to live according to the will of Allah
Hadith: books that are collections of the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
Jihad: the idea of ‘struggle’ which is central to living as a Muslim. Often mistranslated by the 
British media as ‘holy war’.
Greater Jihad: the struggle to resist evil temptations and live a good life (also known as Inner 
Jihad)
Lesser Jihad: the struggle that Muslims may face when attacked or persecuted by others.
Caliphate: an Islamic Kingdom
Caliph: a ruler of a Caliphate
Hijab: a headscarf which just covers someone’s hair and neck but leaves the face visible
Niqab: a headscarf which covers someone’s face just leaving a slit for the eyes
Burka:  a headscarf which covers someone completely 
Sect: a sub-division in a religion i.e. Shia and Sunni or Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox
Clergy: people who work for religious organisations i.e. priests or imams
Covenant: an agreement between two people/groups of people which involves promises on 
made by both sides
Open-air altars: places where Jews sacrificed animals to God before they became slaves in 
Egypt.
Tabernacle: a special tent that was used for worship after the Jews were freed from slavery but 
before they reached their homeland.
The Temple: a building in the centre of historic Jerusalem where Jews believed God lived. It was 
finally destroyed in 70AD.
Synagogue: a modern-day Jewish place of worship
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The Torah: the first five books of the Hebrew Bible (Tanakh) which are often written on 
handwritten scrolls
The Tanakh; the collection of all Jewish sacred texts which are believed to have come from God. 
Sometimes referred to as the written Torah.
The Talmud: a collection of writings by Jewish scholars which include what is believed to be the 
oral Torah (messages from God that were heard but not immediate) which interpretation of 
what the messages mean.
YHWH: The traditional Jewish way of recording God in order to show respect (because the word 
was the sounds were unpronounceable)
Messiah: someone who saves God’s chosen people
Old Testament: The first half of the Christian Bible which is made up of the Jewish Holy Book 
the Tanakh. 
New Testament:  the second half of the Christian Bible.
Doctrine of the Trinity: the Christian belief that God is made up of the Father, the Son and the 
Holy Spirit. Each part is the same as God but they are not the same as each other.
Miracles: events which break the laws of nature.
Gospels: books of the news Testament which record the main events of the life of Jesus. The 
books are named after their supposed authors: Matthew, Mark, Luke and John.
Resurrection:  returning from the dead.
Ethics/morality: the study of how to live the good life/how to do the right thing.
Commandment: a rule given by an authority which you should follow.
Sect: a group of people who have different beliefs from others within the same religion
Schism: a formal split or division over strongly held beliefs
Dead Language: a language no longer spoken
Parable: a story with a moral message.
Anti-semitism: discrimination or hatred shown towards Jewish people. 
Pilgrimage: a religious journey to a sacred place.

Key terms

The divine: relating to or connected to God/Gods
Polytheism: the belief in the existence of multiple Gods.
Monotheism: the belief in the existence of just one God.
Omnipotence: being all-powerful
Omniscience: being all-knowing
Benevolent: being all-loving
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Old Testament: The first half of the Christian Bible which is made up of the Jewish Holy Book 
the Tanakh. 
New Testament: the second half of the Christian Bible.
Miracles: events which break the laws of nature.
Resurrection: returning from the dead.
Ethics/morality: the study of how to live the good life/how to do the right thing.
Commandment: a rule given by an authority which you should follow.
Sect: a group of people who have different beliefs from others within the same religion
Schism: a formal split or division over strongly held beliefs
Dead Language: a language no longer spoken
Parable: a story with a moral message.


